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Zombie papers eat 
your brain because 
they lack sufficient 

information to 
understand or 

reproduce them
#RRID



Rigor is nothing new!
• Good science is rigorous, 

tedious, controlled, 
authenticated, documented 
and well considered!

• but….

?



>1,000,000 articles/year in PubMed

     but what happens to quality?

Publish or Perish
Journal Impact Factor

h-index
Innovate! Revolutionize! Disrupt!

Positive results only!



Growing Challenge: Ensuring the Rigor and 
Reproducibility of Science



Growing Challenge: Ensuring the Rigor and 
Reproducibility of Science
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How to solve the crisis?

Two constriction points in research:

Funders
Journals



Rigor and Transparency in Research
*New Grant Review Criteria*

To support the highest quality science, public accountability, and 
social responsibility in the conduct of science, NIH’s Rigor and 
Transparency efforts are intended to clarify expectations and highlight 
attention to four areas that may need more explicit attention by 
applicants and reviewers: 

• Scientific premise

• Scientific rigor

• Consideration of relevant biological variables, such as sex

• Authentication of key biological and/or chemical resources

Role of reviewers: Assess the scientific merit of each application according to the review criteria, which 
include consideration of scientific premise, rigor, and consideration of relevant biological variables, and the 
adequacy of the authentication of key biological and/or chemical resources as an administrative issue.  
Evaluations should be based on current best practices in the field.



Deficiencies in Experimental Procedures

• Insufficient Reporting in Publications

• Small, Underpowered Studies

• “P-Hacking”

• Trust us, we wear lab coats

• Marketing / Ted talk

• Using statistics for Evil



Deficiencies in Experimental Procedures

• Insufficient Reporting in Publications 

• Small, Underpowered Studies
• “P-Hacking

1) P-hacking, which is when you reanalyze a data set in many different ways, 
or perhaps reanalyze with additional replicates, until you get the results you 
want; 2) overemphasis on P values rather than on the actual size of the 
observed effect; 3) overuse of statistical hypothesis testing, and being 
seduced by the word “significant”; and 4) over-reliance on standard errors, 
which are often misunderstood. 

Department of 
Data Science, i.e., 

Statistics



Deficiencies in Experimental Procedures (cont.)
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“The p-value was never intended to be 
a substitute for scientific reasoning”

http://amstat.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/00031305.2016.1154108 

http://amstat.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/00031305.2016.1154108
http://amstat.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/00031305.2016.1154108


Deficiencies in Experimental Procedures
Small, Underpowered Studies
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• Small, underpowered studies suffer from:
• More false-negatives

• More false-positives

• Reduced positive predictive value – the probability that a positive 
research finding reflects a true effect

• The “winners curse” - the ‘lucky’ scientist who makes a discovery that 
is cursed by a finding predicated upon an inflated estimate of that 
effect



Trends Neurosci 2007; 30: 433-439

Adapted from Dr. S. Silberberg, NINDS

Insufficient Reporting of Methodological 
Approaches is Evident for Pre-Clinical Studies 
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What is reproducible science?

Step 1: 
Materials

Step 2: 
Methods



Step 1: 
In 

Practice



How common is this?

Papers are 
currently poor at 
identifying the 

simplest part of 
the paper, the 
materials used

Vasilevsky 2013 



But the author knows what was used! 
This author got back to me within 2 hours with 
the stock number of this mouse

Left open annotation with 
this stock number from JAX, 
but will others find this?



Held workshops with thought leaders
• 2009 LAMHDI meeting – project hatched 
• 2011: Meeting with Society for Neuroscience, Journal 

of Neuroscience full editorial board presenting the 
problem and results of text mining study

• 2012: Society for Neuroscience – defined the problem 
for Editors of top Neuroscience journals; sponsored by 
INCF

• 2013: NIH Meeting - brought the editors back to define 
the solution; 2 day workshop sponsored by NIDA and 
INCF, several IC directors in attendance

• 2013: Society for Neuroscience – mainly publishers, 
defined the timeline of starting the project

• 2014: Neuroscience Information Framework – built 
scicrunch.org/resources based on NIF technologies and 
members of the OHSU team populated web pages / 
instructions etc.

• Feb 1 2014: Project starts with Journal of 
Neuroscience, Neuroinformatics, F1000, Brain and 
Behavior and Journal of Comparative Neurology taking 
a strong lead

• 2015: Paper describing how RRIDs are used by authors 
of the first 100 papers is co-published in 4 journals

• 2016: integration with Hypothes.is tool gives curators 
an easy way to verify RRIDs, ResourceSuggest gives 
authors an easier way to detect what is a resource 

How can we get better data into papers?
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• 2009: LAMHDI meeting – project hatched 
• 2011: Meeting with Society for Neuroscience, Journal of Neuroscience full editorial board presenting the 

problem and results of text mining study
• 2012: Society for Neuroscience – defined the problem for Editors of top Neuroscience journals; sponsored 

by INCF
• 2013: NIH Meeting - brought the editors back to define the solution; 2 day workshop sponsored by NIDA 

and INCF, several IC directors in attendance
• 2013: Society for Neuroscience – mainly publishers, defined the timeline of starting the project
• 2014: Neuroscience Information Framework – built scicrunch.org/resources based on NIF technologies and 

members of the OHSU team populated web pages / instructions etc.
• 2014: Project starts with Journal of Neuroscience, Neuroinformatics, F1000, Brain and Behavior and 

Journal of Comparative Neurology taking a strong lead
• 2015: Paper describing how RRIDs are used by authors of the first 100 papers is co-published in 4 journals
• 2016: integration with Hypothes.is tool gives curators an easy way to verify RRIDs, sci-score gives 

authors an easier way to detect what is a resource 

Journals key solution

Journals will not change

Journals in aggregate

Funders role

Project Management Key

RRID based tracking

Technology innovation
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How to de-zombify of your paper today:

Held workshops with thought leaders
• 2009 LAMHDI meeting – project hatched 
• 2011: Meeting with Society for Neuroscience, Journal 

of Neuroscience full editorial board presenting the 
problem and results of text mining study

• 2012: Society for Neuroscience – defined the problem 
for Editors of top Neuroscience journals; sponsored by 
INCF

• 2013: NIH Meeting - brought the editors back to define 
the solution; 2 day workshop sponsored by NIDA and 
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Neuroscience, Neuroinformatics, F1000, Brain and 
Behavior and Journal of Comparative Neurology taking 
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• 2016: integration with Hypothes.is tool gives curators 
an easy way to verify RRIDs, ResourceSuggest gives 
authors an easier way to detect what is a resource 

1. Go to scicrunch.org/resources
2. Find your antibodies, cell lines, mice, flies etc
3. Click “cite this” button
4. Copy text
5. Paste into your paper
6. Publish paper



Data in 
SciCrunch is 
used by 
authors to 
identify 
organisms, 
authors 
publish 
papers and 
curators 
and 
scientists 
then find 
clear 
simple 
citations to 
resources

Copy/Paste
Publish

http://scicrunch.org/resources



What if your cell line or antibody is questionable?
Knowing that something is 
amiss before you publish may 
save you a retraction later 



RRIDs = Better papers

Bandrowski et al, 2015



What is RRID success?
• When multiple papers point to the same antibody, organism or 

the same tool, it means that we can unambiguously compare 
papers based on the tools used.



Which repositories are being cited?
• This data set is from 980 

papers, 499 organisms noted 
• Curators filled in resources that 

are missing RRIDs in a small 
number of cases (eg., 
registered reports for cancer 
reproducibility studies in eLife), 
most are RRIDs asserted by 
authors

• Pie chart shows total number of 
organism annotations by 
species

• Most citations are to 
repositories that have been 
included for the longest time 
(eg JAX, RGD, BDSC)

• NXR – frog is a recently joined 
repository, 1st paper is out

Data can be found here
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1VOUml95YoxGQnG0hjTwOKHf6vbVb6hmNb53L2bixLGM/edit?usp=sharing

Most popular
RRID:IMSR_JAX:000664 27
RRID:RGD_70508 9
RRID:ZIRC_ZL1 7
RRID:RGD_737903 5
RRID:RGD_734476 5
RRID:IMSR_JAX:012569 5
RRID:RGD_737929 3
RRID:RGD_737891 3
RRID:IMSR_JAX:007677 4
RRID:IMSR_JAX:006410 4
RRID:IMSR_JAX:005628 4
RRID:IMSR_JAX:000671 4
RRID:ZFIN_ZDB-GENO-030619-2 3
RRID:IMSR_MMRRC:000230 3



Recent Journals/PublisherJuly 2016

Aug 2016 Sept/Oct 
2016



Why is this working?
How:  Make it easy for authors to 

include a unique identifier for each 
research resource that is used

At publication
Instructions to authors

*Instructions to reviewers*
Direct contact from editors

We get 97% accuracy from authors 

(~1,200 papers verified, ~13,000 
RRIDs)

Bandrowski et al 2015
F1000 doi: 10.12688/f1000research.6555.2, Journal of Comparative Neurology (doi: 10.1002/cne.23913), 

Brain and Behavior (doi: 10.1002/brb3.417) and NeuroInformatics (doi: 10.1007/s12021-015-9284-3). 

Make compliance easy and traceable for 
journals

Attention from NIH, societies
Journals listen

2014
25 journals signed on
5 executed effectively

2016
167 journals represented
10-15 execute effectively

*many more coming*

http://dx.doi.org/10.12688/f1000research.6555.2
http://dx.doi.org/10.1002/cne.23913
http://dx.doi.org/10.1002/brb3.417
http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/s12021-015-9284-3




To put RRIDs into your next paper!

To put RRIDs onto your last paper (activity)

To review papers (and grants) for methods

To bring your journal (editors)

Comments / Complaints: 
abandrowski@ucsd.edu

http://bit.ly/2fjjRu8



Additional resources
• Get your RRIDs: http://rrid.site

• Annotate your last paper via hypothesis: http://hypothes.is

• Example of Authentication Document: 
http://libraries.ucsd.edu/services/data-curation/data-management/write-dmp/ExampleAuthenticatio
nKeyBiologicalChemicalResources201609.pdf

• Rigor and Reproducibility in grant applications (OER site): 
http://grants.nih.gov/reproducibility/index.htm

• NIH presentation of background and goals of Rigor and Transparency (video) 
https://grants.nih.gov/reproducibility/module_1/presentation.html

• Reviewer Guidance on Rigor and Transparency: 
http://grants.nih.gov/grants/peer/guidelines_general/Reviewer_Guidance_on_Rigor_and_Transparen
cy.pdf 

• Consideration of Sex as a Biological Variable in NIH-funded  Research 
http://orwh.od.nih.gov/sexinscience/overview/pdf/NOT-OD-15-102_Guidance.pdf

• Rigor and transparency do not apply to all applications.  See List of Eligible Activity Codes: 
https://nih-extramural-intranet.od.nih.gov/d/sites/default/files/RigorActivityCodes-20151006.pdf.  
Also, certain Funding Opportunity Announcements are exempt from Rigor and Transparency, by 
request from the ICs.

• Questions about the NIH policy should be directed to reproducibility@nih.gov

http://rrid.site/
http://hypothes.is/
http://libraries.ucsd.edu/services/data-curation/data-management/write-dmp/ExampleAuthenticationKeyBiologicalChemicalResources201609.pdf
http://libraries.ucsd.edu/services/data-curation/data-management/write-dmp/ExampleAuthenticationKeyBiologicalChemicalResources201609.pdf
http://libraries.ucsd.edu/services/data-curation/data-management/write-dmp/ExampleAuthenticationKeyBiologicalChemicalResources201609.pdf
http://grants.nih.gov/reproducibility/index.htm
http://grants.nih.gov/reproducibility/index.htm
https://grants.nih.gov/reproducibility/module_1/presentation.html
https://grants.nih.gov/reproducibility/module_1/presentation.html
http://grants.nih.gov/grants/peer/guidelines_general/Reviewer_Guidance_on_Rigor_and_Transparency.pdf
http://grants.nih.gov/grants/peer/guidelines_general/Reviewer_Guidance_on_Rigor_and_Transparency.pdf
http://grants.nih.gov/grants/peer/guidelines_general/Reviewer_Guidance_on_Rigor_and_Transparency.pdf
http://orwh.od.nih.gov/sexinscience/overview/pdf/NOT-OD-15-102_Guidance.pdf
http://orwh.od.nih.gov/sexinscience/overview/pdf/NOT-OD-15-102_Guidance.pdf
https://nih-extramural-intranet.od.nih.gov/d/sites/default/files/RigorActivityCodes-20151006.pdf
mailto:reproducibility@nih.gov

